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1.

Safety and station issues
Welcome to the annual site stakeholder Dungeness B power station report. 2012 represented
a busy year for the station, we started with a very successful 72 day statutory outage and
completed 2012 with an excellent generation output for both units. Its also been a very big
year for EDF Energy with Dungeness B power station being heavily involved in the Olympic
and Paralympic events. Dungeness B’s involvement includes testing of the olympic torch,
sending to the games six Games Makers, four Torch Bearers and one Olympic Coach.

Our safety record remains excellent, standing up to scrutiny. We have had no recorded lost
time injuries from either our staff or contract partners. This significant achievement is a
testament to our underpinning foundation of Zero Harm and ‘safety is our overriding priority’; you will remember
this foundation of zero harm is captured in the installation of our rock that is placed at the front of the station. It is
worthy of note that our record has been maintained in spite of the amount of man hours and complexity of work
undertaken during the year at Dungeness B. The contract partners have achieved 1914 days and our staff 960 days
as at 31 December 2012.
The station has met challenges with noisy steam release valves, we listened to our local community, responding to
feedback about noise reduction, and took the opportunity to replace and repair the valves. Our objective
throughout has been as nuclear professionals and our comittment to openness and transparency.
Our achievements include our three week WANO Peer review, receiving positive comments on our culture from the
29 delegates who attended. We also achieved continued certification of our Lloyds Register Quality Assurance and
the station was awarded by RoSPA, Winner of the Electricity Industry Sector award. These are all independent
bodies who were impressed with our work ethic and commitment to safety.

2.

Environment

In December the Environment Agency and the Office for Nuclear Regulation were informed of an elevated level of
tritium found in a borehole during routine monitoring of groundwater samples. The cause of this change in
groundwater condition is currently being investigated. Additional groundwater sampling has confirmed that the
extent of the elevated level of tritium is localised to a small centralised area where it is readily diluted by the rapid
southwesterly flow of groundwater across the Dungeness B site. The readings at the site boundary are normal, and
this issue poses no threat to the public.

3.

Emergency arrangements

During 2012 a variety of emergency arrangements exercises were carried out, which tested various Emergency
Command Centres, Teams and scenarios. The main station exercises during the year were:
•

•

•

•

Security Exercise - Ex Whitmann. The primary purpose of the exercise was to test the sites ability to respond,
control and manage a security related incident. This was witnessed by the Regulator who deemed the
exercise to have met the regulatory standard required by the site.
Level 1 Demonstration Exercise - Ex Centurion. This was our annual demonstration of the adequacy of the
current approved on-site emergency arrangements to our regulator. The exercise was deemed to be an
adequate demonstration of Dungeness B’s emergency arrangements.
Level 2 Demonstration Exercise - Ex Windrush. Dungeness B power station and Kent County Council (the
sponsor of the Dungeness off site emergency plan) are required by the Office for Nuclear Regulation to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the Dungeness off-site emergency arrangements at 3 yearly intervals
(known as a Level 2 exercise). The regulator considered the exercise to be a test of the Dungeness B off-site
Emergency Plan. It was considered a valuable demonstration of the co-ordination of emergency
procedures between the off-site emergency command centres in support of Dungeness B Power Station.
Winter full scope exercises (Oct to Dec 12). These exercises were primarily designed for our shift staff, but
provided an excellent opportunity for the whole of the station response to train together.
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The Emergency Services fully supported our exercise programme during 2012. This included providing planning
assistance and resources for the regulatory exercises, as well as attending station familiarisation visits.
Households within the Detailed Emergency Planning Zone (DEPZ) have been sent the 2013 Dungeness Power Station
calendar, which provides emergency information for local residents.
During March the new Potassium Iodate tablets were distributed to the DEPZ. Tablets were sent to households via
courier, with the NHS replacing the tablets in the reception centres, rest centres and rendezvous points.
Planning is well under way for the 2013 exercise programme. This year will see the security, on-site plans
demonstrated to our Regulator through exercises.

4.

Station events

On 18 November 2012, a legacy issue with a Control Rod misalignment was reported during planned control plug
assembly maintenance. It was discovered that an incorrect control plug assembly had previously been loaded in
2003. The error was corrected and a check on the last 29 years of outage records, show this to be an isolated event.
The event was reported to the Office of Nuclear regulation (ONR) and rated as INES level 1.
As part of our ongoing assessments after the Fukushima event, the station has discovered a possible anomaly in our
flooding safety case related to the amount of water that would overtop the shingle bank in front of the station in a
1 in 1000 year storm. We have reported this to the Office for Nuclear Regulation, and have enhanced our flood
protection measures on the station to their satisfaction. This has been rated as an INES 1 level event (anomaly).
Further studies will be conducted and if any additional measures are required these will be undertaken.

5.

Production statistics

Unit 21
During 2012, Unit 21 generated 1979 GWh.
Unit 22
Unit 22 generated in 2012 2100 GWh.
During 2012, 78 Fuel Plug Units were loaded and 20 Control Plug Assemblies, this represented the best build,
exchange and load rate since 2007. The station generation output on 31st December, was 4,079 GWhr for 2012.

6.

Community

We started the year with everyone at Dungeness B being given a boost in
the battle to fight the post-Christmas flab, when a Health and Fitness Week
was held at the station. Everyone was encouraged to get in shape and live
a healthier life-style through a series of events staged by health and fitness
experts from the local community. The station invited the Marsh Academy
to attend with a fitness test and rowing machine as well as offering taster
reflexology sessions. Photo above Lee Pullen giving Gail Hubbard, HR
Business Partner Consultant some boxing tips.

We also welcomed Wendy Woosey, Weight Watchers Kent representative,
who talked to staff about the weight loss plans that are on offer with the
Company. In addition our own Occupational Health staff and Physiotherapist were on hand to provide advice and
guidance throughout the week. Our very own Olympic boxing coach also added an extra punch, Lee Pullen who
was one of our Operations Technicians at Dungeness B, joined the 2012 Olympic boxing coaching team. He gave
staff some boxing tips as well as sharing his experience of being involved in London 2012.
Testing of Olympic torch at Dungeness B
A venue was sought that would really test the types of weather conditions that the Olympic
torch may be subjected to during the nationwide torch relays. Martin Pearson station director
suggested Dungeness B, as the station is located on the peninsular (3 miles out at sea), thus
offering a good opportunity for all types of weather. Donna Frazer EDF Energy, former
Olympic athlete, helped the London 2012 organisers with testing the Olympic torch. She
spent a few hours running up and down the beach behind the station, being buffeted by the
wind. Photo Donna Frazer with Dungeness B in the background.
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2012 Olympic Stadium – Gold Challenge
Two members of staff from Dungeness B were
given the exciting opportunity to be amongst the
first to run on the completed Olympic track. This
was in recognition of their hard work raising
money for charity, Mel Trim (Secretary) and Helen
Hamilton (HR manager) were chosen to run at the
London 2012 Olympic Stadium along with six other
EDF Energy colleagues. They formed part of a
Gold Challenge team raising money for the
company’s charity partner, the British Paralympic
Association (BPA). The team competed against other participants from across the UK, spending the day competing
on 100m Olympic track and taking in the Olympic stadium atmosphere. Mel and Helen are pictured third and fourth
from the left.
Brighton Marathon
Security Team Leader Andrew Clark (pictured with members of his shift) ran the
Brighton Marathon, completing in 4 hours 12 minutes 34 seconds. This was Andy’s
first Marathon and he raised £500.00 which EDF Energy matched bringing in a total of
£1000.00 for Paralympics GB. Andy commented on the fantastic organisation that
those behind the scenes at Brighton contributed to the event. Immediately after the
event he said ‘never again’ but now, after some reflection, he has applied for next
year’s London Marathon. He believes such events provide a great insight into your own
capabilities, showing what you really are capable of and provides a great learning
experience.
Paris Marathon
Mark Franks, an Operations Engineer at Dungeness B, completed his first full marathon in an impressive 3 hours and
42 minutes. “I’ve tried to get into the London marathon before, so I felt really lucky to be given the opportunity to
run in Paris. My training has not really followed a plan I just increased my mileage each week,” he said. “The
hardest thing was training during the winter – but knowing that I couldn’t let down the friends and family who
sponsored me kept me going. I managed to raise my target of £1000 for the British Paralympic Association. Most of
the people who have sponsored me are from work - everyone has been really generous and supportive.” Mark was
joined by eight colleagues from across England for the race in the French capital on Sunday (April 15). Since EDF
Energy’s partnership with the British Paralympic Association began in 2010, the company’s employees have raised
£190,000 for the charity and EDF Energy has pledged to match fund each pound that is raised. The charity used the
money to support the Green Team project and make ParalympicsGB as sustainable as possible for the London 2012
Paralympic Games.
Nuclear Safety is our overriding priority – the rock
Driving down the station approach road to Dungeness B, a large granite stone
has been installed, with the words ‘Nuclear safety is our overriding priority clearly
displayed on it.
Martin Pearson station director said “I wanted to make it clear to everyone that
comes to our power station that ‘Nuclear safety is our overriding priority’. It
doesn’t matter whether you are an EDF Energy employee, a contract partner, a
visitor, a family member picking someone up or a delivery driver just off-loading
something to our stores”.
“As a company we seek to be a trusted energy supplier, doing the right thing by
our customers. As a nuclear operating company we have been entrusted by
society with safe operation of our two nuclear reactors in this corner of Kent.
Nuclear safety, therefore, will continue to be our overriding priority to honour
and maintain the trust that society has placed in us”.
Jubilee Beacon
Contract Partner Doosan Power Systems of Dungeness B power station heard that our
local Dungeness beacon was in need of repair and refurbishment in preparation for
the lighting ceremony, part of the nationwide beacon jubilee celebrations. Photo
from left to right Bob Layton, Gary O'Donnell, Dean Lundie and Laurence Murtagh
lead by our resident engineer Trevor Crayden.
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Adrian Tripp Doosan’s site manager said “We were approached by the Mayor of Lydd Graham Snell, to refurbish
the local beacon and were happy to help our local community with their jubilee celebrations. I'm proud of the
professional job that my team carried out, particularly as we were in outage mode at the time”. The refurbished
Beacon was then transferred to the EDF Energy 'One Stop Shop' facility for collection by the Jubilee Celebration
organisers. This truly was a Team Dungeness effort and we are proud to be part of the Dungeness team supporting
our local community.
New Romney Country Fayre
As proud sponsors of the annual New Romney Country Fayre,
Martin Pearson, station director joined the organisers for a photo
opportunity advertising the Fayre that was held on Saturday 21 July
2012. Joining the Fayre’s planned morning parade, which was led
by Graham Cooper (New Romney Olympic Torch Bearer and New
Romney Country Fayre organiser); were four of our EDF Energy
Dungeness B employees who are all local Olympic Torch Bearers:
Simon White, Doug Evans, Bob Castle and Heather Hale. The
parade also featured one of the EDF Energy Electric cars which will
be driven by Dungeness B’s Adam Cooke.
Photo of Martin Pearson seated in front left next to local Councillor,
Carole Waters.

London 2012 Olympic Games
EDF Energy, Dungeness B power station had three Olympic torch bearers taking part in the Torch Relay in the South
East. Doug Evans, Turbine Support
Group, Heather Hale, Environmental
Safety and Simon White, Training were
all proud to be given the opportunity to
participate. Doug Evans who carried the
torch in Rye said “it was fantastic, one
of the best days of my life and to able to
share it with family and friends was
terrific”. This sentiment was also shared
by Heather who carried the torch in
Folkestone and Simon who carried the
torch in Ashford. Olympic Torch Bearers
- photo back row: Doug Evans, Heather
Hale and Simon White. Front Bob Castle with two of the EDF Energy electric cars.

2012 Olympic Boxing Coach
Lee Pullen an Operations Technician from Dungeness B; was given a career break to coach full time the TeamGB
Olympic boxing team. Lee has years of boxing experience having previously coached Amir Khan in readiness for
Athens 2004, James DeGale and Tony Jeffries for Bejing 2008 and has followed his dream of full time coaching for
TeamGB through all the qualifying heats back in 2011 and now the 2012
Olympics. Dungeness B was exceptionally proud to have followed Lee and the
team’s progress and the results of all that hard work, dedication and support
speak for themselves, 3 gold, 1 silver and 1 bronze medals won. London 2012
saw the best boxing Olympics since the 1950’s with the boxing event ending
up with the best medal count for over 40 years. Lee was expected back to
work at Dungeness B in September, but was approached by GB Olympic
officials to coach for Rio 2016, which he has accepted. Photo from left to
right: Lee Pullen wearing his official TeamGB coaching kit, Martin Pearson
Station Director and Sean Woods Operations Manager.

Apprentices
Our Apprentices were busy during July, hosting a visit to site by five graduates
and apprentices from the National Grid Liquid Natural Gas Plant at the Isle of
Grain. The visit was organised by one of the fourth Year apprentices with the
aim of a reciprocal visit to their Gas Plant Facility. During the visit comparison
of system configurations, work practices and site tour examining and
comparing systems were all enthusiastically undertaken; the day concluded
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with a question and answer session. A visit for the Dungeness B apprentices to the Isle of Grain Gas storage and
distribution plant will be arranged this autumn. Photo from the left Joseph Beatty, Sam Bryant, Jason Hoadley, JenPhillippe Limoi and Ashley Smith all from National Grid Liquid Natural Gas Plant, Isle of Grain

Thirteen of the apprentices were also busy providing marshalling for the
official Olympic torch bearers through the local town Hythe, as part of the
nationwide torch relay. Each apprentice was allocated an area to marshal to
ensure adequate crowd control and safe passage of the torch through the
designated route. The public turnout for the torch relay was huge and
enthusiastic, and although this is not part of their normal working duties they
all appreciated being involved in such a historical local event. Jim French,
Apprentice Coordinator at Dungeness B said ‘they thoroughly enjoyed their
duties and were great ambassadors for EDF Energy, Dungeness B power
station and the apprenticeship programme’.
Photo taken before leaving site to take up their marshalling duties in Hythe,
from the left Alex Butler, Jim French, Tom Oakley, Alec Watson, Sam Jarrett,
Sam Stafford, Connor Lee, Andrew Deer, Phil Adey.

Grey Seal Rescue
A team of volunteers from British Divers Marine Life Rescue (BDMLR) along with EDF Energy personnel and partners
successfully rescued and released an adult Grey seal from a the forebay
at Dungeness B power
station. Stephen Marsh
(Operations manager for
BDMLR) said: “Seals are
incredible animals and can
squeeze through gaps that
on the face of it they
shouldn’t be able to.
Although the seal had
entered the forebay, the
constant flow of water at
pressure meant that it would not be able to return back to the sea the same way.” Photo right shows Cecelia being
hauled out, ready for her crate and transportation to Sandwich. Photo left shows her release just off the Goodwin
Sands. This female grey seal, approximately 1.8 metres long and between 120 and 150 kg in weight, had a ready

supply of fish in the forebay and so was not in immediate danger, but eventually would tire at having to swim
constantly in the strong flow.” A rescue platform was made to allow the seal to ‘haul out’ when tired. Finally,
having been caught and encouraged into a crate, the seal was transported to Ramsgate and taken out to the
Goodwin Sands where both grey and harbour seals haul out at low tide. Cecilia was successfully returned to her
natural habitat none the worse for wear (if a bit fatter!).
Martin Pearson, station director at Dungeness B, said: "From previous experience we knew that BDMLR were the
right people to call. Staff and contract partners here at Dungeness B worked closely with the BDMLR volunteers and
we are delighted that the seal has been safely rescued and released. Safety is our watchword at Dungeness and I can
confirm that this applies to seals as well as humans!"
Paralympics Torch Bearer
EDF Energy Dungeness B power station is tremendously proud
of Bob Castle (maintenance technician) who was one of the
official Paralympics Torch bearers chosen to carry the flame on
29 August 2012. Bob works tirelessly to raise awareness,
funding and inspire others; he has run the London Marathon
on seven previous occasions, raising over £11,000 for charity.
Bob said “it was a real privilege to have been selected to do
this and I can’t thank EDF Energy enough for the opportunity.
The atmosphere amongst the crowd was really exciting and I
can’t believe that so many people came out to meet us and
cheer us on, it really got the adrenalin going”. Bob regularly
runs or cycles to work and encourages his work colleagues and
family to follow his example. Photo shows Bob Castle waiting
with Marie Stalens from France, to light the flame and start
their run.
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Encouraging supply base Diversity and Sustainability within the South East
Dungeness B station joined forces with Magnox’s Dungeness A station and Shepway District Council (DC) to
encourage grass-roots development, diversity and identify opportunities in the local supply base.
Both stations held a joint business breakfast and workshop to engage local suppliers from the Shepway DC business
incubation groups, particularly businesses and companies that
work in engineering or civil sectors.
The work shop was held in Folkestone and both stations invited
their key partners, including Balfour Beatty Workplace, Cape,
Doosan PS and Babcock IG to the session with the view to
introducing them to local businesses, providing the opportunity
to network. The morning was chaired by Councillor Alan
Clifton-Holt, Shepway DC Cabinet Member for Economic
Development, with guest speakers: Martin Pearson Station
Director Dungeness B, John Maundrell Assistant Director
Dungeness A and John Vieth Supply Chain Development
Manager for Magnox.
Martin Pearson commented that engagement of local suppliers
and services was key to the station and the Industry going forward, understanding the potential for innovation and
value in our local area is essential. Tapping into the diversity of the local supply base creates the opportunity to
identify new services and better ways of doing things.
Dan Harlott, Dungeness B station Head of Supply Chain, commented that the morning has been very successful in
terms of understanding the potential we have locally, but also in terms of introducing the local supply base to our
key partners on station. A number of new relationships will be grown from this event.
EDF Energy post Olympic celebration - An evening of celebration
was held in London to gather everyone in EDF Energy, who had
contributed to the huge success of London 2012. EDF Energy was
involved in backing the 2004 bid, continuing through to being the
electricity supplier and partner of the 2012 Games. Dungeness B was
proud to provide three Olympic torch bearers, one Paralympics torch
bearer and six Games makers. The photo left to right: Martin Pearson
Station Director, Ellie Simmonds Paralympian Gold medallist, Simon
White Olympic Torch Bearer and back row: Alison Prentice London 2012
Games maker.

102 mile Olympic cycle ride
One Sunday during October, two keen cyclists from Dungeness B, John Earnshaw
(Environmental Safety Engineer) and Tony Hayre (Task Engineer) cycled 102 miles of the
Olympic Road Race route starting and finishing on The Mall. The route took them
through South West London and the Surrey Hills with three laps of Box Hill. They raised
over £1,000 for EDF Energy’s charity partner Paralympics GB. The picture was taken late
afternoon, on The Mall at the end of their 102 mile Olympic ride.
Photo left to right shows John Earnshaw and Tony Hayre.

Bird Hide
Balfour Beatty contractors in partnership with EDF Energy
working at Dungeness B, spotted that the bird hide on the bund
(the power station’s shingle sea defenses) had fallen into
disrepair, so decided to rebuild it during the autumn, before the
winter winds lashed the coastline.
Owen Leyshon from the Romney Marsh Countryside Partnership,
said: “We have been working with EDF Energy for over 15 years
at Dungeness B and it is greatly appreciated that, through a
partnership with Balfour Beatty, a brand new bird hide has
replaced the old weather beaten hide on top of the shingle bund
in front of the power station.
There has been a bird hide on this spot for decades and it is
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always a popular hide with our members from the Romney Marsh Countryside Partnership, along with the
Dungeness Bird Observatory and many visiting birdwatchers. We will all be very grateful to EDF Energy and Balfour
Beatty for funding and constructing the hide, especially when the weather is wet and windy.”
Owen Leyshon, Romney Marsh Countryside Partnership (far left) can be seen here with Paul Benjamin, Dungeness
B’s Technical Safety Support Manager, and Martin Casemore, Paul Trodd, Tony Greenland and Barney the dog
taking possession of the new bird hide.
Apprentice Open Day
Dungeness B power station’s apprentice open day proved popular with youngsters who visited in November.
Despite poor weather over forty young people, some accompanied by their parents (84 in total), came to the power
station to learn more about a career with EDF Energy at Dungeness B.
Our apprentices spend two years at HMS Sultan in Portsmouth, where they live on the Navy base and learn the ropes
to become tomorrow’s technicians and engineers at nuclear power stations across the UK.
Speaking about the event Jim French, Apprentice
Coordinator said: “We were really pleased to meet so
many youngsters from the area who are so keen to start
a career with EDF Energy. Many of our Station Directors
started life as apprentices so the message we gave at the
event is that the sky really is the limit once you start the
programme”. One visitor, Ryan Heather from New
Romney, said: “It was very interesting and informative. I
learnt a lot about what an apprenticeship with EDF
Energy involves and it was good to know what living
away from home for two years would be like. I will
definitely be applying”. Photo shows parents and
youngsters talking to the training simulator trainers.

EDF Energy steps in to keep Marsh Visitor Centre powered up
EDF Energy Dungeness B power station funded repairs for the wind turbine that supplies much of the electricity for
the Romney Marsh Visitor Centre - managed by Kent Wildlife Trust. This followed thieves digging up and steeling
50m of cable which connected their wind turbine at
the Visitor Centre supply. Martin Pearson, Station
Director at Dungeness B power station, said: "After
we heard about the plight of the Visitor Centre, our
staff at the power station were incensed that such a
valuable asset to the community could be forced to
shut because of some mindless petty thieves. So we
decided to provide the cable and the cost of
professional repair and servicing to the turbine to get
it up and running again”. PHOTO: Martin Pearson,
Station Director at Dungeness B power station (left)
presents the cheque for the repairs to Steve
Humphreys, Manager of Romney Marsh Visitor Centre.

“EDF Energy might generate sustainable, low carbon
electricity on a massive scale but we also recognise the
importance of supporting our local community and helping provide 'green' energy solutions at all levels”. Steve
Humphreys, Manager of Romney Marsh Visitor Centre, added: “We are extremely grateful to EDF Energy Dungeness
B power station, for providing the funds to get the turbine operating again. Whilst the replacement of the cable was
not costly, the repairs to the damage caused during the theft and reinstallation would have been extremely difficult
for the centre to afford”.

7.

Staff

Dungeness B Apprentice of the year awards
Two of our second year apprentices at Dungeness B power station won apprentice of the year in their chosen field.
Daniel Paine was awarded Control and Instrumentation apprentice of the year, whilst Andrew Deer won the
Mechanical apprentice of the year award. Connor Lee, our youngest apprentice was one of four nominees for the
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Electrical apprentice of the year award. These awards
are not only about technical ability but also about
application and commitment to the apprenticeship
scheme.
Photo shows all the 2012 EDF Energy apprentice of year
nd
th
winners, Daniel Paine and Andrew Deer are 2 and 4
from the left respectively.

Apprentice Graduation
EDF Energy celebrated the graduation of our fourth year
apprentices by holding an apprentice graduation ceremony in
the National Motorcycle Museum in Birmingham. The event
saw all 48 apprentices – the first group of apprentices to come
through the new fleet scheme – receive certificates presented
to them by EDF Energy Chief Executive, Vincent de Rivaz.
The awards ceremony was attended by their proud parents
and the senior directors of EDF Energy Nuclear Generation.
Each of the eight sites nominated an Apprentice of the Year,
those nominated, received a special award from Nuclear
Generation MD, Andy Spurr. Troy Butcher was our Apprentice
receiving this for Dungeness B. Photo left to right: Troy
Butcher, Sam Barrett, James French Apprentice Coordinator,
Tony Curd and Nathan Davies

8.

Station achievements

2012 RoSPA Award
During May Dungeness B was awarded 'Winner in the Electricity Industry Sector' in the prestigious RoSPA
Occupational Health and Safety Awards 2012. The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA), a safety
charity, launched its awards over 55 years ago. The scheme
looks not only at accident records, but also entrants’
overarching health and safety management systems,
including important practices such as strong leadership and
workforce involvement.
Martin Pearson, Dungeness B Station Director attended the
award ceremony with the team and commented, "It was an
immensely proud moment to receive the award from RoSPA
on behalf of the Dungeness B team. This is testament to our
continuing journey to Zero Harm and the progress we are
making. My thanks to the Dungeness B team and all those
who have supported the station in achieving this award,
which we will now use as a stepping stone for future
improvements.” Photo back row left to right: Graham Finn
(Fleet Head of health, safety & environment), William Mather (safety rep), Heather Jackson (safety rep), Fredrick
Bailey (safety rep) and Paul Benjamin (technical safety & support manager). Seated in front are Barbara Beaney
(industrial safety) and Martin Pearson (Dungeness B station director).

LRQA accreditation
Following four days of annual surveillance against ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS, the audit team concluded that
Dungeness B power station had successfully closed previous identified findings. Many strengths were identified
during the four day audit with the Audit Lead commenting that Dungeness B had responded in an extremely positive
manner to issues raised in previous assessments, non conformities and suggestions for improvement. This was a
very pleasing result recognising the hard work by the station team and support from our corporate colleagues.
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WANO Peer Review
Twenty eight international delegates from countries including the USA, France,
China, Brazil, Argentina, Switzerland, Spain, Japan, Sweden, Belgium, Romania
and Hungary, arrived at Dungeness B for a three week peer review. Collectively,
the group offered over 600 years experience of the nuclear industry. World
Association Nuclear Operator (WANO), mission is to maximise the safety and
reliability of nuclear plants around the world by exchanging information,
encouraging communication and comparison. Peer reviews are a way of assessing
nuclear plants against world standards. The delegates visited local land marks and
historical venues during their free weekend. The station received positive comments on our culture from the 29
delegates who attended. The official findings will be released to the station in January 2013.

9.

New Build

EDF Energy put another important component of its new nuclear plans in place as the Office for Nuclear
Regulation (ONR) granted a Nuclear Site Licence (NSL) for Hinkley Point C.
The granting of the site licence is recognition from the UK’s independent nuclear regulator that NNB GenCo, the
new nuclear build subsidiary of EDF Energy, has developed the required organisation, management structure, plans
and procedures needed for the construction, commissioning and operation of the proposed new nuclear power
station in Somerset. The conditions of the licence require the development, implementation and maintenance of
adequate safety arrangements throughout the life of Hinkley Point C. The Nuclear Site Licence does not provide full
permission for the construction of the power station and EDF Energy will require a further consent from the ONR to
start nuclear related construction under the terms of the NSL. EDF Energy also requires full planning consent for the
project. EDF Energy has met with over 600 Leiston residents in the first few days following the launch of
the Stage 1 consultation for Sizewell C. The Sizewell C Information Office opened its doors to the public in
November and the first exhibition was held in Leiston. A second event was also held in Leiston United Church on the
High Street with the hope of attracting shoppers to come and hear more about the project.
New reactor design approved
The design for the first new nuclear reactors in Britain for 25 years has been accepted for use in the UK. The success
of the joint application from EDF Energy and AREVA marks another significant step forward for the proposed new
nuclear power station at Hinkley Point in Somerset. The completion of the Generic Design Assessment (GDA) process
involves the award of the Design Acceptance Confirmation (DAC) from the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) and
the Statement of Design Acceptability (SoDA) from the Environment Agency. This certification recognises that the
EPR design meets the UK’s stringent safety requirements as assessed by the joint regulators. It has been
demonstrated that the design is robust even when challenged by extreme events such as those seen following the
Fukushima incident in 2011.

10.

Fukashima Event Japan

Support for nuclear energy bounces back
Public support for nuclear energy has bounced back strongly following last year’s Fukushima crisis in Japan, while
opposition to building new nuclear stations on the site of old ones has fallen to its lowest level in five years, a new
poll revealed in July. The YouGov survey, which was commissioned by EDF Energy, found nearly two thirds of
Britons (63%) now back the use of nuclear energy as part of the UK’s energy mix, as the net agreement figure
increased from +46 in support in 2011, to +52 this year. The number of people opposed to the building of nuclear
power stations on the sites of existing ones has meanwhile fallen to 22%, its lowest level since 2008. In March last
year, shortly after the Fukushima incident, 30% of Britons were against the idea. Net support for building nuclear
power stations to replace existing ones has increased sharply from a score of +16 in March last year to +28 this year.

11.

Company News

Security Enhancements to EDF Energy nuclear generating sites
Over the last 18 months the Government has published a number of security strategies which are relevant to many
sectors including the civil nuclear sector. These strategies set out the key threats and risks, including terrorism and
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state led cyber attacks. It is crucial that nuclear facilities and nuclear material are protected against criminal or
malevolent acts because of the potential risk to public health and safety, and the environment. As you know we
take safety and security at our nuclear sites extremely seriously. We regularly liaise with the Security Regulator,
Office for Nuclear Regulation (Civil Nuclear Security), when making any enhancements or changes to security
arrangements. This ensures robust and independent oversight of our security arrangements. There has not been a
change to security threat levels, but our security arrangements are kept under regular review. They are also tested as
part of a continuous process to ensure existing arrangements are robust and effective. We will be incorporating
these strategies into our local arrangements to ensure the continued safety and security of our community,
environment, plant and people. Security arrangements cover, for example, physical and technical protection features
such as fencing and access control measures, the roles of security guards and the armed police (Civil Nuclear
Constabulary) deployed at our sites. Any required security improvements will be funded by EDF Energy as part of
normal business.
EDF Energy has announced it will extend the expected operating life of two of its nuclear power stations
by seven years.
Hinkley Point B and Hunterston B power stations are now expected to remain operational until at least 2023,
generating enough low carbon electricity for around two million homes. The decision follows the five year extensions
to Heysham 1 and Hartlepool announced in 2010 and come after extensive reviews of the plants’ safety cases and
continuing work with the independent nuclear regulator. Extending the life of the stations is good news for more
than 1500 employees and contractors at the two plants in Somerset and North Ayrshire. It will help maintain skills in
the UK nuclear industry, and give the UK secure energy at a time when much generating capacity is due to close.
The announcement was made as EDF Energy CEO Vincent de Rivaz re-opened the Visitor Centre for Hinkley Point B
in nearby Bridgwater – part of an initiative to make the nuclear industry more open and accessible for local
communities.
Gold standard award for diversity efforts
EDF Energy’s efforts in promoting a diverse and inclusive work culture have been awarded the Diversity Works for
London Gold Standard. The company joins BT, the London 2012 Organising Committee (LOCOG) and PwC as one of
just four organisations with the leading nationwide award. Diversity Works for London is a Mayoral programme that
encourages and supports businesses to realise the competitive advantage of London’s diversity. Companies that
embrace different cultures and perspectives can draw on that diversity to produce varied and creative approaches to
business challenges.
EDF Energy wins two Business in the Community Awards for its environmental and community work
EDF Energy has won two prestigious Business in the Community (BiTC) awards for its work in tackling fuel poverty
and excellence in environmental leadership: the Jaguar Land Rover Building Stronger Communities Award and the
Asda Environmental Leadership Award. Now in their 15th year, BiTC Awards for Excellence recognise the powerful
and positive role that business plays in society. The aim of the awards programme, which is independent and peerassessed, is to showcase the best of responsible business in action. EDF Energy won eight “Big Ticks”, more than
any other company in the UK. It won two National Examples of Excellence prizes and was one of only five companies
to be shortlisted for the top award of Responsible Business of the Year. EDF Energy took the Building Stronger
Communities Award after impressing judges with its highly effective scheme for helping people struggling to pay
their energy bills. Its three-year partnership with Plymouth Citizen’s Advice Bureau has benefitted 31,000 households
in Devon and Cornwall, saving them on average £325 a year in lower fuel bills. The scheme provided fuel-poor
households access to trained advice workers who offered impartial guidance on overcoming fuel debt. It has now
been rolled out nationwide following its success in the South West. EDF Energy was also recognised with an award
for its leadership in delivering a low carbon economy. The company has analysed its whole business in order to
define its main environmental impacts. It has reduced its transport emissions by 38%, and is on the way to reaching
its commitment to reduce CO2 emissions from commercial buildings by 30% by the end of 2012.
EDF Energy has again received our business in the community ‘big tick’ for rural action
We are delighted to be reaccredited with a ‘Big Tick’ in the ‘Serving our Rural Communities’ category’ by
Business in the Community as recognition of our activities around our sites. The Award recognises and
rewards companies that are helping to address issues faced by rural communities in order to maintain a
vibrant, sustainable rural economy.
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